cillations [5] [6] [7] [8] and to detect clinical events from intracranial pressure [9] .
Generally, methods for estimation or identification of TVAR coefficients can be classified into three categories, namely: 1) the sliding-window approach [3] , [10] , 2) Kalman filtering (KF) [6] , [9] , and 3) basis expansion modeling [3] , [4] . The slidingwindow approach employs a time shifting window to derive a short-time data segment from the original signal at a particular time. The local data samples are assumed to be wide-sense stationarity, and hence, the AR coefficients of each segment can be estimated independently at different time instants using classical AR identification methods [11] . The selection of the window size is critical to the performance of the sliding-window approach and automatic window selection is still a difficult problem, which considerably hinders its practical application. The KF method employs a stochastic state-space model to describe the variation of the TVAR coefficients and it is an optimal estimator in the minimum mean-square error sense if the model is precisely given. Other adaptive algorithms similar to KF include recursive least-squares [3] , [5] and the Kalman smoother (KS) [7] , [8] . The basis expansion method, on the other hand, uses deterministic basis expansion to model the coefficient variations over a given time windowed signal, and the TVAR coefficients are approximated by a linear combination of known basis functions [3] , [12] , [13] . In real-world applications, however, the model parameters of the KF or the basis functions in basis expansion modeling are often unknown and they have to be estimated or chosen by trial and error [1] , [6] , [8] , [12] . Therefore, the KF or basis expansion modeling method is highly dependent on these parameters, and their performance will be considerably degraded when the parameters are inappropriately estimated or chosen [12] .
In this paper, we propose a new local polynomial modeling (LPM) approach for identification of TVAR models and, in particular, for time-frequency analysis (TFA) of nonstationary EEG signals. The LPM method models the TVAR coefficients locally by a set of polynomials within a data window having variable bandwidth. Given the local bandwidth, the polynomial coefficients can be estimated using the weighted least-squares estimator [14] [15] [16] [17] . Asymptotic expressions for the bias and variance of the LPM estimator suggest that both of them are functions of the window bandwidth and there exists an optimal local bandwidth that minimizes the mean square error (MSE) at each time instant. For slowly varying TVAR coefficients, we would like the bandwidth to be large to reduce the estimation variance. For fast-varying coefficients, a small bandwidth is desirable in order to reduce the bias error. Since the TVAR coefficients may vary considerably over time, it is crucial to allow variable bandwidths to achieve the best bias-variance tradeoff at every time instant. Based on analytical expressions of the bias and the variance, a data-driven variable bandwidth selection (VBS) scheme is developed for the LPM method.
The proposed LPM-VBS TVAR identification method is general and may find various applications in analysis of biomedical signals. In this paper we will focus on its application to TFA of event-related EEG (ER-EEG). TFA techniques have been extensively and systematically applied in EEG study, and a desirable TFA technique for ER-EEG study should have both good time resolution (i.e., the ability to resolve adjacent events in time) and good frequency resolution (i.e., the ability to resolve adjacent sinusoids). However, the performances of conventional TFA techniques are usually highly dependent on the selection of model parameters (including the window size in the sliding-window approach, the forgetting factor in recursive least-squares algorithms, and model order and covariance of the KF) as well as signal statistics. As a result, higher time resolution is achieved at the expense of undesirable lower frequency resolution and vice versa. The proposed LPM-VBS method addresses the timefrequency resolution tradeoff problem in the TFA of ER-EEG by choosing its bandwidth adaptively to strive for a better compromise between time and frequency resolution. The experimental results on simulated signals and real ER-EEG signals recorded in a visual oddball paradigm show that the LPM-VBS TFA method can reveal various time-frequency components of ER-EEG more clearly and accurately than conventional TFA methods like continuous wavelet transform.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the LPM for TVAR models is introduced. The VBS scheme for the LPM-based TVAR identification is developed in Section III. The LPM-VBS method is further extended to analyze ER-EEG in Section IV. Experimental results are presented in Section V. Final discussions and conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. LPM FOR IDENTIFICATION OF TVAR MODEL
In the TVAR model, a nonstationary discrete-time signal z(t) is modeled as follows:
where t n (n = 1, 2, . . . , N, N is the total number of samples) are the sampling time instants, M is the order of the TVAR model,
T , and ε(t n ) is a zero mean white Gaussian process with variance σ 2 (t n ). In the proposed LPM of TVAR model, the mth TVAR coefficient a m (t) is modeled locally at a time point t = t o as a pth-order polynomial [14] [15] [16] [17] :
where a
are the polynomial coefficients. Since the model residual ε(t) is assumed to be a zero mean Gaussian process, the maximum likelihood estimation of β (j ) m (t o ) is equivalent to minimizing a locally weighted least squares criterion as follows:
where
is a window used to control the number and weights of neighboring samples around t o on the estimation of β Next, we rewrite (3) more compactly in matrix form as
Note that β, X, and W are all functions of time t o , but the index t o is omitted in the following discussion for notational simplicity when there is no ambiguity. The weighed least-squares solution to (4) iŝ
andâ is the first M entries ofβ. Unlike the KF and basis expansion modeling, which assume explicit models for the TVAR coefficients, the LPM method relies on the Taylor expansion to construct local data models and to describe the coefficient variations. Therefore, LPM method is a good alternative to conventional KF and basis expansion modeling especially when the underlying coefficient model is unavailable. To investigate in-depth the behaviors of the LPM estimator, asymptotic expressions for the estimation bias and variance ofβ are derived. (Due to space restrictions, the detailed asymptotic analysis is not given here, but can be found in Appendix I of the supplementary material available at http://www.eee.hku.hk/∼zgzhang/publication/ tbme2010_supp.pdf.) The asymptotic expressions show that the bias is an increasing function of h as b(β) ∝ h p+1 , while the variance is a decreasing function of h as V (β) ∝ h −1 . Using these expressions, the MSE of the TVAR coefficients a can be written as
where b(â) is the first M entries of b(β), V (â) is the matrix consisting of the upper left M ×M subblock of
is the cross-correlation matrix of z, and T r(·) denotes the trace operation. Consequently, it can be seen that, the bias term (6) increases with h, while the variance term T r(R z z V (â)) decreases with h. Hence, there exists a locally optimal bandwidth h opt (t o ) that minimizes the MSE of a. However, as quantities such as b(â) and R z z in (6) are hard to obtain, it is difficult to determine the optimal bandwidth in practice. In the next section, we will introduce an empirical bandwidth selection scheme to approximate this optimal bandwidth.
III. LPM WITH VBS
In the empirical bandwidth selection method, a finite set of bandwidth parameters in an ascending order is given as
where Γ is the number of bandwidths. The bias, covariance, and MSE values for each bandwidth in the set H will be approximated and the optimal bandwidth h opt (t o ) will be selected as the one that minimizes the approximated MSE.
A. Approximation of Bias, Covariance, and MSE
The approximation of the bias, covariance, and MSE for the proposed TVAR method are developed based on classical technique of local polynomial regression [14] , which have been proved to be effective in numerous applications. More precisely, the bias ofβ, which is based on a pth-order LPM, is estimated using a Taylor expansion with an order higher than p (say, p + p ex , where p ex is an excess order) aŝ
where τ is an N × 1 vector with its nth element given by [14] . With this higher order model, the bias of our degree p model can be approximately estimated. However, the (p + p ex )th-order LPM still requires an initial bandwidth, called the pilot bandwidth h * (t o ), the selection of which will be discussed later.
For the covariance, we consider the case of local homoscedasticity, from which the covariance matrix ofβ can be estimated from (5) aŝ
The variance of residual σ 2 (t o ) can be estimated as the normalized weighted residual sum of squares [14] 
where X * and W * are, respectively, the design matrix and weighting matrix in the (p + p ex )th-order LPM using the pilot bandwidth h * (t o ). With the bias and covariance obtained, respectively, by (8) and (9), the MSE can be computed if an estimate of R z z is available. Because z(t) is nonstationary, R z z is also time-varying and should be estimated locally. With the pilot bandwidth h * (t o ), R z z can be estimated aŝ
Finally, the MSE ofβ can be approximated by (6) using the quantities calculated in (8)- (11).
B. Pilot Bandwidth Selection by Intersection of Confidence Interval
An intersection of confidence intervals (ICI) method is employed in this study to determine the pilot bandwidth h * . The ICI method is an empirical bandwidth selection method, which has been successfully applied to various areas, including local polynomial regression, image processing, and TFA [15] and [16] . The theoretical background of the ICI method is omitted to save space, and the reader is referred to [15] and [16] for details. Here, we only briefly review the algorithm of the ICI method.
Given the bandwidth set H in (7), the ICI method determines the optimal bandwidth by comparing the confidence intervals of the estimateβ m (t o ; h γ ) with different bandwidths h γ ,
where SD(β m (t o ; h γ ) are the square roots of the diagonal elements ofV (β(t o ; h γ )) in (9), κ is a threshold to adjust the width of the confidence intervals and can be chosen by the cross-validation criterion [15] . The ICI method examines the following quantities from the confidence intervals:
L γ is the largest upper bound of the confidence interval for bandwidth up to h γ , while U γ is the corresponding lower bound. The largest γ for which U γ ≥ L γ gives the ICI-selected optimal bandwidthh m (t o ). When h is increased beyondh m (t o ), the bias will suddenly increase, while the variance will decrease gradually. Hence, the confidence intervals will no longer intersect above the bandwidthh m (t o ).
Since the ICI method actually produces an individual bandwidth for each tap of the TVAR coefficient vector,h m (t o ) will be further combined (generally, averaged) to produce the pilot bandwidth, i.e., h
C. LPM With VBS
We now summarize the proposed LPM with VBS (LPM-VBS) method for identification of TVAR models as follows.
Step 1) At each time instant t o ,β m (t o ; h γ ) is calculated as in (5) by a pth-order LPM with each bandwidth h γ , for γ = 1, 2, . . . , Γ, in the set H.
Step 2) A pilot bandwidth h * (t o ) is estimated from β m (t o ; h γ ) and its estimated covariance using the ICI method as in (12)- (14) .
Step 3) The quantities β
Step 4) For each bandwidth h γ , MSE(β(t o ; h γ ) is approximated using (6)- (11), and the optimal bandwidth
Step 5) Finally, a pth-order LPM with h
IV. LPM-VBS TFA FOR ER-EEG

A. TFA of ER-EEG
We now study the application of the proposed LPM-VBS method to the TFA of ER-EEG. ER-EEG is the stimulusevoked or induced electrical activity originated from cortical neurons and measured on the scalp, and is an effective technique to disclose brain mechanisms [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Different experimental investigations have shown that ER-EEG is a very complex brain activity consisting of a number of components, including event-related potentials (ERPs), event-related synchronization/desynchronization (ERS/ERD), and other oscillations and potentials [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . These components provide important information on anatomical sources, brain connectivity, sensory and cognitive processes, etc. Generally, the ERS/ERD and other oscillations are identified by detecting the concentration and change of the signal power in the timefrequency distributions (TFDs). As ER-EEG reflects rapidly changing brain states at a time scale of milliseconds [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , good time resolution is essential to the accurate identification of the onset and end time of EEG activities. On the other hand, the ER-EEG activities in different frequency bands carry distinct physiological significances [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Hence, both good time and frequency resolution are important to TFA of ER-EEG.
The most popular TFA method in EEG study may be the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) [19] , [20] . The superiority of the CWT is that it addresses the time-frequency resolution tradeoff problem by applying a short window at high frequency and a long window at low frequency. However, CWT has degraded frequency resolution for high-frequency components and degraded time resolution for low-frequency components. Therefore, CWT may not be able to precisely identify EEG components in a wide frequency range and, in particular, cannot acquire accurate temporal and spectral information on rapid changes of ER-EEG. The CWT method is a nonparametric TFA method that estimates the TFD entirely from the signal. Other nonparametric TFA methods, such as short-time Fourier transform [23] , matching pursuit [24] , windowed Lomb periodogram [25] , Hilbert spectrum from empirical mode decomposition [26] , [27] , were also proposed for analyzing ER-EEG but they did not gain the same popularity as CWT.
Unlike the nonparametric TFA methods, the TVAR-based power spectral density (PSD) estimation is a parametric TFA method. Provided with an appropriate (e.g., TVAR) model, parametric TFA methods can usually achieve higher frequency resolution than nonparametric methods. In EEG studies, the TVAR model and the KF algorithm are amongst the most popular parametric models and identification methods respectively [1] , [5] [6] [7] [8] . As discussed before, the conventional KF is rather sensitive to the selection of model parameters and it often leads to a long tracking lag or a large estimation variance. The reported applications of KF/KS were mainly focused on EEG data with long-lasting and stable time-frequency characteristics, such as eye open/closed EEG [7] and motor-imagery EEG [8] .
As far as we are aware, the KF/KS method is still not a wellaccepted option for TFA of highly nonstationary ER-EEG data, say, recorded in an ERP experiment.
The proposed LPM-VBS method provides a good alternative for TFA of highly nonstationary ER-EEG data because it can achieve a good tradeoff between time and frequency resolution by employing variable bandwidths. By modeling an ER-EEG signal z(t) by the TVAR model of (1), its time-varying PSD can be calculated from the estimated coefficients and the variance of residual as
where the varianceσ 2 (t) can be estimated as in (10) .
B. Complexity and Parameter Selection
We now discuss several practical issues when applying the LPM method in ER-EEG study.
1) Computational Complexity:
We first consider the arithmetic complexity of a p-order LPM estimator in (5) at one time point. If N (p + 1)M , the complexity of LPM is approximately O(N ). The complexity can be simplified by using windows with finite support. Denote the number of samples included in a finite-support window as N K , then the complexity of the LPM estimator will decrease considerably to O(N K ).
Since N K increases with h, a large bandwidth will increase the complexity. Because the approximation of MSE requires a (p + p ex )th fitting and the VBS scheme needs to calculate LPM solutions with a set of bandwidths, the overall complexity of the LPM method is higher.
2) Selection of Window K: A window with finite support is desirable because it can reduce the complexity significantly. In this paper, following the recommendation of [14] [15] [16] [17] , the Epanechnikov window is employed
For an Epanechnikov window with bandwidth h, K h (u) = 1 h K(u/h), only the time points included in the interval (t 0 − h, t 0 + h) are included for local estimation, and thus, the effective window length is 2h. Other types of windows, such as Gaussian and Hanning windows, can also be used. As their performances are similar, a detailed comparison of different window types is not performed in this paper.
3) Selection of Bandwidth Set
On the other hand, there is no theoretical limit on the maximum number of elements in the bandwidth set, h Γ or h max . However, too large a window will result in high computational complexity. In practice, the maximum bandwidth can be determined from the properties of the signal under study. For example, the maximum window size in our EEG study can be chosen as 120 ms, because previous study on EEG segmentation showed that the duration of most EEG microstates (defined as data segments with stable field topography) is less than 120 ms [28] . As for other bandwidths in H, more bandwidths may lead to more refined results, but it will also increase the computational load. To achieve a tradeoff between performance and complexity, we generally select 2-3 bandwidths between h min and h max . From experimental results, it was found that the proposed bandwidth setting gave satisfactory results in practice.
4) Selection of Polynomial Order p:
Theoretically, a larger p gives the polynomial more approximation power, and hence, a smaller bias. However, it also increases the variability of the estimates because more variables (namely (p + 1)M ) have to be estimated. On the other hand, the number of variables should be smaller than the number of measurements N K in the smallest window so that (8) is solvable. Hence, a large p also requires a larger window and potentially reduces the time resolution of the TFD. More details about the selection of p can be found in the classical text by Fan and Gijbels [14] . Since one of the main advantages of the LPM-VBS method is its fine time-resolution, p and p ex should be selected as small as possible. In this study, we set p = 0 and p ex = 1, which gave satisfactory results in the experiments. Although p = 0 implies that the LPM method is reduced to conventional sliding-window approach using the Yule-Walker solution, the window size is still variable, and hence, the bias-variance tradeoff problem can still be satisfactorily addressed in the LPM framework.
5) Selection of TVAR Order M :
The model order M of the TVAR is important to the frequency resolution of the PSD estimation [11] . A small M discriminate different closely spaced frequency components, while spurious frequency peaks may appear when M is too large. A number of model-order selection methods, such as the Akaike's information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC), are available for choosing an appropriate TVAR model order M . Note that the order of the TVAR can be made adaptive for each sample or each data segment, which can also be determined from the above criteria. Such time-variant order and bandwidth scheme is potentially a valuable tool for time-variant signal analysis. In this paper, since our focus is on time-variant signals with time-varying bandwidth, the TVAR order will be fixed to simplify the implementation and mathematical analysis.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We first test the LPM-VBS method and compare it with other conventional methods (including random-walk KF/KS, and LPM with fixed bandwidths) for identifying simulated TVAR models. The results are described in [29] and Appendix II of the supplementary material and they show that the LPM-VBS method has better performance for TVAR identification with different extents of coefficient variation.
The performance of the LPM-VBS TFA method is now evaluated and compared using simulated and real EEG data.
A. TFA of Simulated Data
Different TFA methods, including CWT-, KS-, and LPMbased PSD estimation, are compared using simulated EEG signals. This allows us to quantify the performances of the various algorithms. The signal, of duration 1 s and sampling frequency 250 Hz, consists of the sum of four distinct sinusoidal components with different frequencies and durations (C θ : 6 Hz, 200-400 ms; C α : 11 Hz, 600-800 ms; C β : 25 Hz, 0-500 ms; C γ : 70 Hz, 500-1000 ms), which are meant to emulate respectively the theta, alpha, beta, and gamma bands of EEG signals. The four sinusoids have the same amplitude of 1 and random phases between −π and π. An additive white Gaussian noise with a SNR of 5 dB is added. The simulated signal model in the time-frequency domain and one realization of the simulated signal are presented in Fig. 1 .
The order of TVAR models was determined according to the BIC. The model orders selected by BIC varied slightly in different realizations and for different TVAR identification methods. Since the standard deviation is less than 2 in 100 realizations for each TVAR identification method and the mean values are all between 11 and 13, we adopted a model order M of 12 in this simulation. In the LPM method, p = 0 and p ex = 1. The resulting minimum bandwidth is h min = 48 ms, and the bandwidth set is H = {50, 75, 100, 120} ms.
In the KS method, the state transition matrix is chosen as an identity matrix to obtain a random-walk model [12] . The covariance matrix of the state noise or the observation noise in the random-walk KS is recursively estimated as a weighted sum of the previous covariance estimate and the outer product of the current residual vector [6] . Such adaptive random-walk KS (ARWKS) coupled with covariance estimation is a commonly used simplification of the standard KS in practical implementations where the true parameters of the state-space model are unknown. The ARWKS framework has been adopted in various applications including TFA study of EEG [1] , [6] , [7] . In this paper, the parameters for estimating the covariance matrices follow the setting in [6] . In addition, the KF method is also tested but its results are not as good as those of KS, which is consistent with the conclusions in [7] and [8] . Thus, the results of KF are not presented in this paper.
In the CWT algorithm, complex Morlet wavelet basis
with f b = f c = 1 is adopted. Although other choices of wavelet basis may lead to better time resolution or frequency resolution in specific time-frequency regions, they cannot simultaneously improve the time and frequency resolution in the whole time-frequency domain. As shown in the simulation results, the selected wavelet gives a satisfactory tradeoff between time resolution and frequency resolution in a wide frequency range. All the TFDs are evaluated at each sampling time instant and from 0.5 Hz to 125 Hz (the Nyquist frequency) with a frequency step of 0.5 Hz. The TFDs of one representative simulation are presented in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that the CWT has low time resolution for low-frequency components (C θ and C α ), and low frequency resolution for high-frequency components (C γ ). The ARWKS method exhibits considerable variability in estimating the sinusoidal components and it also produces a number of artificial time-frequency components. The poor performance of ARWKS is due to its inability to accurately estimate the model parameters. In contrast, the LPM-VBS method gives a TFD with good time resolution and few artificial time-frequency components.
In TFA of signals with low SNR, such as ER-EEG, if a number of signal trials repeatedly measured for one specific event are available, it is common to calculate the average of TFDs of all the trials so that the components having stable time-frequency characteristics can be enhanced, while the artificial components can be smoothed out [19] , [20] . In this simulation, the averaged TFDs across 100 simulated trials are presented in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that, the LPM-VBS method has better representations for the four sinusoidal components than the other two methods. CWT is unable to attain good time resolution and frequency resolution simultaneously, and ARWKS has large variability when estimating stable time-frequency components. Fig. 3(e) showed the average of variable bandwidths used in 100 LPM-VBS simulations and it can be seen that LPM-VBS employs a small bandwidth when the time-frequency characteristics are stable (i.e., the TVAR coefficients are slowly varying in 200-400 and 600-800 ms) and a large bandwidth when the time-frequency characteristics change rapidly (i.e., the TVAR coefficients are fast-varying around 200, 400, 500, 600, and 800 ms).
We next compare the three TFA methods in a more quantitative manner. The instantaneous PSD values at 6, 11, 25, and 70 Hz were extracted from TFDs of 100 realizations for comparison. Because the PSD values obtained from CWT are calculated as the squared magnitude of the CWT coefficients and they are not in the same scale as the ARWKS-and LPMbased PSDs calculated using (15), the instantaneous PSD values from different TFA methods are normalized for the purpose of comparison. The normalized instantaneous PSD P N (t, f ) is obtained by dividing by the sum of all the PSD values in one TFD, i.e., P N (t, f ) = P (t, f )/ t f P (t, f ). The mean values of P N (t, f ) at f = 6, 11, 25, and 70 Hz calculated from 100 realizations are plotted in Fig. 4 .
The time resolution of the three TFA methods was evaluated by checking whether the onset and end times of the four components were accurately identified. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that, the CWT has poor time resolution for the low-frequency component C θ . But the time resolution of CWT is improved with the increase of frequency, so that the onset time for C γ can be accurately identified. On the other hand, the time resolution of ARWKS or LPM-VBS is very consistent in a wide frequency range and it is better than that of CWT for lowfrequency components. In addition, as we can see from Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 4(d) , the ARWKS-based TFD shows an artificial high-frequency (>70 Hz) component before 200 ms, because ARWKS needs some time to reach convergence, and thus, it has a large estimation error shortly after the onset of event. Such error is a big disadvantage of ARWKS, because it will considerably contaminate meaningful short-latency high-frequency components in ER-EEG.
The frequency resolution was evaluated by comparing the instantaneous PSD values of the four sinusoidal components. Because the four components have identical amplitudes of 1, they should have identical P N . Moreover, the better the frequency resolution, the smaller will be the frequency leakage, and vice versa. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the P N 's of the four components estimated by CWT decrease with the frequency (log 10 (P N ) is over -4.0 for C θ from 200 to 400 ms, and is around -4.5 for C γ from 500 to 1000 ms). This verifies that the CWT has decreased frequency resolution for high-frequency components. In contrast, the ARWKS and LPM-VBS methods have relatively stable P N for the four components (log 10 (P N ) is around -0.4 in LPM-VBS and around -0.5 in ARWKS). The higher PSD value of LPM-VBS over ARWKS suggests that the LPM-VBS-based TFDs have better frequency resolution, which is also observed from Fig. 3 .
We further investigate the phenomenon of frequency leakage in different TFA methods. It is often necessary to calculate the power in one given frequency range in EEG study, and thus, small frequency leakage (i.e., high frequency resolution) is highly desirable. As C θ ,C α , and C β are closely spaced in the frequency domain, it is possible that the PSD value leaks out to other frequencies. In Fig. 4(b) , for example, P N is evidently high between 200 ms and 400 ms at 11 Hz for all the TFA methods, which is actually due to the leaking PSD from C θ at 6 Hz. In CWT of Fig. 4(b) , log 10 (P N ) from C α between 600 and 800 ms is slightly larger than -0.4 and log 10 (P N ) leaking from C θ between 200 ms and 400 ms is slightly larger than -0.5, and hence, the difference is around 0.1. Such differences of P N at 11 Hz in Fig. 4 (b) are around 1.5 and 0.5 for LPM-VBS and ARWKS, respectively, and similar observations can be made in Fig. 4(a) and (c). These results indicate that the LPM-VBS method has less frequency leakage and better frequency resolution than CWT and ARWKS.
B. Real ER-EEG
Next, the LPM-VBS method is evaluated using real ER-EEG data. The ER-EEG data in a visual oddball paradigm are used because this experiment has been extensively studied and the time-frequency characteristics of such ER-EEG data have been revealed by various means. Therefore, we can validate our LPMbased results by comparison with previous findings.
The ER-EEG data were recorded using a 128-channel EEG/ERP system manufactured by Electrical Geodesic, Inc., and referenced to vertex. The standard stimulus is a character "O" with 80% occurrence, while the target visual stimulus is a character "X" with 20% occurrence. A total of 250 stimuli were presented, and thus, 200 were standard stimuli and 50 were target stimuli. The duration of each stimulus was 500 ms, and the interstimulus interval was 1500 ms. The stimuli were presented on a CRT monitor with a refresh rate of 60 Hz.
Ten subjects (eight males and two females) aged 19-32 years (mean ± SD: 25 ± 4) were recruited in this study. The subject was asked to press the correct button immediately after he/she recognized the stimulus. The sampling rate was 250 Hz. The data were high-pass filtered at 0.1 Hz. Automatic artifact correction for EEG by blind source separation was further performed to attenuate the artifacts [30] .
The LPM-VBS method will be compared to the CWT, which contributed most of findings of time-frequency features in such paradigm. The ARWKS method is not used for comparison because it is seldom used in study of ER-EEG due to its limitations such as slow convergence. The orders of TVAR models are selected by the BIC. The BIC-selected orders are different from trial to trial. Since it is time consuming to determine an individual order for each trial in a total of 250 × 10 trials recorded at one electrode, we randomly select 100 trials and obtain their optimal orders using BIC. The 100 BIC-based orders have a mean value of 14.7 and a SD of 1.2. Thus, we employ a TVAR model order of M = 15. In the LPM method, p = 0 and p ex = 1. The minimum bandwidth is h min = 60 ms, and the bandwidth set is H = {60, 80, 100, 120} ms. Other parameters for the LPM and CWT methods are the same as those in previous simulations.
The performances of CWT and LPM-VBS methods are compared using EEG activities produced by the two types of stimuli: standard or target. Single-trial ER-EEG signals recorded at Pz in correct responses to standard and target stimuli are presented in Fig. 5 , and they are sorted by the response time. The mean response time is respectively 315 ms and 425 ms for standard and target stimuli. The grand averages across trials and subjects are also given in Fig. 5 and we can see that P300 and other early ERP components (such as N100 and P200 [17] ) are apparent in the grand average of correct responses to target stimuli.
Figs. 6 and 7 show the grand averages of stimulus-locked and response-locked TFDs across trials and subjects, respectively. To observe the changes in power of the TF components caused by the events, the log-transformed LPM-or CWT-based TFDs are baseline-corrected by subtracting the average power of the signal in a pre-stimulus interval (-50 to -300 ms), which is similar to the usual approaches in [19] [20] [21] . Furthermore, as suggested in [20] , all these TFDs are expressed as Z-scores to make the comparison between different TFA methods possible. For each time-frequency point, a t-test is used to determine whether the power spectra of responses to standard and target stimuli are significantly different, resulting in a p-value map in the time-frequency domain. It has been shown in [31] that the log-transformed TFD can be regarded as normally distributed, and thus, the t-test is applicable. The significance threshold α + is corrected by the false discovery rate (FDR) procedure [32] to address the problem of multiple comparisons.
We searched all meaningful time-frequency components in TFDs or statistical contrast maps of Figs by significant differences found in the statistical contrast maps, while others (B, H, K, and L, shown as dashed boxes in Figs. 6 and 7) are identified by significant power increases or decreases (t-test, p < 0.05; results not shown here) found in the LPM-or CWT-based TFDs.
In Fig. 6 , the ROI A reaches its maximum from 100 to 450 ms in the theta and alpha bands for target stimuli. This predominated maximum should be contributed by the P300 and other early ERP components elicited or enhanced by the target stimuli. In Fig. 7(d) , the maximal value in G, which should be caused by the P300 component, can be easily distinguished from the later theta-band component in K, which should be caused by eye artifacts or error detection [22] . However, the power peaks in G and K can hardly be separated in the CWT result of Fig. 7(c) due to the coarse time resolution of CWT in low-frequency range. It can also be observed that a long-duration of high-frequency (around 60 Hz) component in B exists in the LPM-based TFDs for both standard and target stimuli, while this 60-Hz component looks like some intermittent responses in the gamma band from the CWT results. In addition, this 60-Hz component does not show significant difference for different stimuli. All these observations (stable frequency around 60 Hz, long-lasting duration, similar responses to different stimuli, duration around 500 ms) suggest that the 60-Hz component in B is very likely to be the steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP) in response to the refresh rate (60 Hz) of the computer monitor [33] . We further observed from the LPM-based TFDs that, a gamma-band activity in C is significantly increased in response to target stimuli, which should be the induced gamma-band response (iGBR) reported in [10] , [34] , [35] . However, the frequency resolution of the high-frequency component in C is rather poor in CWT. Similar differences between the CWT and LPM results can be observed for other high-frequency (especially gamma-band) components. A summary of time-frequency components discovered in the experiments and their properties are given in Table I .
Overall, our LPM-based results (in theta, alpha, and beta bands) are in high accordance with previous findings in the visual oddball paradigm [22] . However, the CWT-based findings in [22] were observed only up to around 40 Hz. Gamma-band activities revealed by CWT or other TFA methods were reported in many other studies, but their observations were generally limited in the high-frequency range. It should be noted that all the previous studies focus only on specific and rather limited time-frequency areas due to the limited TF resolution of conventional TFA methods. On the other hand, the proposed LPM-VBS based TFD can reveal a complete (from theta to gamma bands) and clear (with good time and frequency resolution) time-frequency characteristics of ER-EEG, which is consistent with the findings obtained in the somewhat scattered literature. Therefore, it offers a convenient framework for analyzing EEG and other biomedical signals without the need for user intervention through trial and error selection of model parameters. The proposed method may facilitate further analysis, such as statistical analysis, source location, etc., so as to provide more thorough interpretation of the disclosed time-frequency components, and hence, reveal the underlying physiological and psychological mechanisms. A novel LPM approach and a data-driven VBS scheme for identification of TVAR models were presented, with emphasis on its application to TFA of ER-EEG data. The experimental results showed that the LPM-VBS method can reveal a complete and clear picture of time-frequency components in ER-EEG. The proposed LPM-based TFA method is expected to find various clinical and research applications in EEG study of cognitive neuroscience, neurophysiology, and psychology.
Although one major application of LPM method is to investigate the time-frequency distribution of biomedical data (in particular, ER-EEG data), the potential applications of the LPM method, as an effective TVAR identification method, has yet to be fully explored. For instance, since another important application of TVAR modeling is the tracking and prediction of time-varying biomedical signals [3] , the LPM method may also find its usage here. Furthermore, it is shown in [17] that the LPM-VBS method can be further extended for identification of time-varying systems with mild nonlinearity by means of appropriate linearization. As shown in [36] and [37] , nonlinear dynamics are commonly exhibited in biomedical signals or systems, and therefore the effectiveness of LPM for identification of nonlinear biomedical systems is a potentially fruitful area for future work.
Finally, it is worth noting that, the polynomial order p is chosen to be zero in the current TFA study but a higher order can be employed to further explore the advantages of LPM in other applications. A higher polynomial order implies a decreased estimation bias, but it will also lead to increased computational complexity and larger variability. Therefore, proper selection and comparison of polynomial order is a potential research area for future applications of the LPM method.
